FAT LOSS BRACELET - trim down while you sleep.
( as long as you eat enough Real Nutrients and Small size meals ).

1.

Is made from rock Quartz Crystal, with a
a hardness of 6 on Mohr scale of hardness,
Diamonds are 7, so will last a lifetime.

2.

Clear quartz crystal has an internal structure
similar to a beehive, so can store information, just like early computer chips.

3.

AZ essential oil ( Alpinia zerumbet) is made from a plant that grows in the

Amazon jungle. Its properties are encoded permanently into the crystals in the
BRACELET.
4.

AZ has 2 main benefits for WEIGHT LOSS - it improves Digestion and enhances
the extraction of NUTRIENTS from the food we eat. This means that we will not
be hungry for many hours. It is also anti –Inflammatory, and targets the
Digestive System , where many HORMONES are produced - including the ones
that extract NUTRIENTS from food, and the ones that the LIVER needs to break
down FATS and TOXINS. It is then able to PREVENT these HORMONES from being
disturbed by any TOXINS or INFLAMMATION.

5.

BZ essential oil ( Styrax benzoin ), comes from a plant in Central Asia. Its
properties are also encoded into the quartz beads on the BRACELET.

6.

It is a very powerful Toxin killing oil and Anti Inflammatory - NATURE’S
antibiotic, without harming healthy cells, but rejuvenating them. Its anti INFLAMMATORY properties circulate throughout the body, including the
HYPOTHALAMUS Master Gland that initiates the production of HORMONES.

7.

The properties of this oil are transmitted through the body, including blood
circulation, by the crystal energy - and the special benefit for WEIGHT LOSS is
that Toxins and Fat can be broken down and then easily eliminated from the
body, instead of being stored in normal fat tissue - and causing WEIGHT GAIN.

8.

It is not a treatment - but a gift from NATURE - to PREVENT Health issues.
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